Despite the intense debate around the repeat instability reported on the large group of neurological disorders caused by trinucleotide repeat expansions, little is known about the mutation process underlying alleles in the normal range that, ultimately, expand to pathological size. In this study, we assessed the mutation mechanisms by which wild-type Machado -Joseph disease (MJD) alleles have been generated throughout human evolution. Haplotypes including the CAG repeat, six intragenic SNPs and four flanking microsatellites were analysed in 431 normal chromosomes of European, Asian and African origin. A bimodal CAG repeat length frequency distribution was found in the four most frequent wild-type lineages (H1-GCGGCA; H2-GTGGCA; H3-TTAGAC and H4-TTACAC). Based on flanking microsatellite haplotypes, the variance calculated by analysis of molecular variance between modal (CAG) n alleles was little or null in lineages H1, H2 and H4, as were the pairwise differences. Moreover, genetic distances among all the alleles from each lineage did not reflect the allele sizes differences, as expected if a stepwise mutation model was the main process of evolution. On the contrary, when exposed in maximum parsimonious phylogenetic trees, a large number of mutation steps separated same-size alleles, whereas several microsatellite haplotypes were shared by modal CAGs. In conclusion, our results suggest that the main mutation mechanism occurring in the evolution of the polymorphic CAG region at MJD/SCA3 locus is a multistep one, either by gene conversion or DNA slippage; repeats with 14, 21, 23 and 27 CAGs are the main alleles involved in this process.
Introduction
The discovery of human genetic disorders caused by repeat expansions has brought a new interest regarding the evolutionary processes that underlie these repeat tracts. 1 Machado -Joseph disease (MJD), also called spinocerebellar ataxia type 3 (SCA3), is a late-onset neurodegenerative disorder with dominant inheritance, caused by a CAG repeat expansion located in exon 10 of the ATXN3 gene. When expanded alleles were first described, the found range was 68 -79 CAGs, but these limits have continuously been broadened with new results reporting the high intergenerational instability observed mainly during paternal transmissions. 2 -5 The molecular mechanism often proposed as causative of the triplet repeat instability is the aberrant replication of DNA owing to the formation of unusual conformations like slipped structures, triplexes, flexible and writhed DNA. 6 -8 Other studies have shown homologous recombination inducing CAG/CTG repeat contractions and expansions during mitotic gene conversion in yeast and in bacteria. 9, 10 Contrarily to the intensive investigation on expanded alleles, little research has been aimed at mutation processes underlying the evolution of normal alleles. Therefore, the highly polymorphic content of normal MJD alleles, usually varying between 12 and 44 repeats, has been assumed as explainable by the simple commonly observed process of microsatellite evolution -the stepwise mutation model (SMM). Nevertheless, when considering the gap between normal and expanded ranges, a strict SMM, in which alleles mutate by the gain or loss of one repeat unit (under a slippage mutation rate of B10 À4 /gamete/generation), seems insufficient to explain the evolution of this polyglutamine tract. Among a variety of species, such as Pan troglodytes, Gorilla gorilla, Mus musculus and Gallus gallus, the repetitive region in the ATXN3 gene is conserved, although much shorter than their human homologues. By comparing anthropoid primate species, it was suggested that the expansion has occurred in the human lineage alone, after diverging from all other hominoid lineages. 11 Moreover, because unrelated genes at different locations have expanded in the higher primates, it was postulated that expansion events could be affected by the product of other genes, possibly the same that control the rates of expansion of microsatellites and simple sequences. More recently, a relationship between variability levels of normal repeats and expansion potential was suggested, as larger variances in humans, compared to chimpanzees, gorillas and orangutans, were only observed for the expanding loci.
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In the present study, to gain insight into the dynamics of the MJD trinucleotide repeat in human evolution, we have identified the wild-type lineages in three continents, and have placed them in a haplotype background of stable (SNP) and fast-evolving (STR) polymorphisms. The use of a stable SNP haplotype background allows disentangling identity-by-descent from identity-by-state at the CAG repeat, which is essential if the mutation relationships among CAG repeat alleles are to be determined. Under an SMM, it is expected that, on average, alleles differing by a larger number of repeat units have been diverging for a longer time, and, therefore, their haplotype backgrounds have been diverging as well. We computed several measures of divergence around MJD alleles, and found a complex result that is hard to reconcile with a strict SMM, which points to multistep events occurring frequently between some CAG alleles, or alternatively high rates of recombination and/or gene conversion.
Subjects and methods

DNA samples
Peripheral blood samples of unrelated individuals and some parent -child pairs were collected, after their informed consent, in order to extract genomic DNA by standard procedures. A total of 304 individuals were analysed, including 216 of European (Portuguese), 50 of Asian (Chinese) and 38 of African (Mozambican and Angolan) origin. As a result, 291 phase-known chromosomes (265 of European and 26 of African origin) and 140 unrelated chromosomes (12 of European, 100 of Asian and 28 of African population) were analysed. Two P. troglodytes and one G. gorilla were genotyped for the SNPs in which ancestral alleles were not known. was performed, using the primers MJD52 and either ASP3' or ASP4', labelled with the fluorescent tags 6-FAM and TET, respectively. Forward primers differ from the described ASP3 and ASP4 17 at the second 3 0 base, where a C4G mismatch was introduced to increase the allele-specificity. The amplification reaction was carried out in a total volume of 12.5 ml, with 0.4 mM of each primer, 200 mM dNTPs, 1 mM MgCl 2 , 20 mM ammonium sulphate, 1.84% DMSO and 1 U of Taq polymerase. Hot-start amplification conditions were as follows: initial denaturation step at 941C, for 7 min; 30 cycles consisting of 941C, for 1 min, annealing condition, and 721C, for 1 min; and a final extension of 7 min, at 721C (details regarding amplification and genotyping supplied as Supplementary material -S1).
Polymorphic markers
DNA fragment length analysis was performed on the ABI-Prism 310 Genetic Analyser laser-induced fluorescence capillary electrophoresis system (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA), using the GeneScan Analysis 3.1 software with TAMRA-500 as standard. SNPs were genotyped by PCR-SSCP. Amplification conditions were as described previously, and the denatured PCR products were submitted to electrophoresis, at 41C, in a T 12 C 5 polyacrylamide gel. Products were visualized by silver staining. Several different allele sizes of each polymorphic locus were sequenced with the Big Dye Terminator Cycle Kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA), after purification with Microspin S-300 HR columns (Pharmacia), in order to correlate allele size estimated by GeneScan analysis and the exact number of repeats of studied microsatellites and CAG repeat. The post-reaction purification was performed in SigmaSpin Clean-Up columns (Sigma) and products run in an ABI 3100 sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). The results were analysed using the Data Collection software.
Data analysis
Allele frequencies were estimated by direct counting. The PHASE 2.0 software (www.stat.washington.edu/stephens/ software.html) was used to infer haplotypes from genotypic data, whenever the complete allelic phase of the 11 analysed loci was not directly inferred. Three separate analyses were performed, one per population, including in each case the phase-known haplotypes obtained from 291 analysed family chromosomes and allele-specific amplifications.
Phylogenetic networks of SNP-based haplotypes, as well as of microsatellite variation for the four most frequent lineages were performed using the Network 4.0.1.6 software (http://www.fluxus-technology.com). A reduced median followed by a median-joining network was calculated to resolve some of the reticulation at microsatellite loci. In all calculations, e was set to zero, but different weights were assigned to microsatellites, according to their variance in allele repeat size, in an inverse proportional ratio. After identifying the wild-type MJD lineages, the analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA), performed with the Arlequin 2.000 software (http://anthro.unige.ch/arlequin), allowed the comparison of molecular variation between and within the modal CAG alleles for the three most frequent lineages. 18 To assess the molecular vicinity among the different CAG alleles of each lineage, a pairwise analysis of the flanking haplotypes was also performed with Arlequin 2.000 software, applying the sum of squared size difference (R ST ) as the distance method. This way, the estimation of evolutionary distance between each pair of haplotypes was calculated taking into account the number of presumed single-step mutation steps between the corresponding STR alleles.
Results
Wild-type lineages Genotyping of six intragenic SNPs (Table 1) in the three populations showed 11 MJD lineages in non-expanded chromosomes, although seven of them were extremely rare ( Figure 1 ). The haplotype H1 (GCGGCA) was the most frequent among European (51.3%) and African (40.7%) Multistep mutation mechanism at MJD/SCA3 locus S Martins et al populations; in Asia, although H1 reached 40%, the haplotype H4 (TTACAC) was the most prevalent (49%); on the other hand, H4 was present in 24.9 and 14.8% of the European and African chromosomes, respectively. This is another example of a yin-yang pattern in the two most frequent haplotypes. 19 The other two most frequent lineages H2 (GTGGCA) and H3 (TTAGAC) derived from the H1 and H4 haplotypes by just one mutation step at SNPs GTT 527 /GTC 527 and C 987 GG/G 987 GG, respectively (Figure 1b) . Concerning their geographical distribution, H3 was the second most frequent haplotype in Africa (37%), but was shared only by 6% of the Asian and 0.4% of the European chromosomes, whereas H2 reached 20.9% in the European, 5.5% in African and 3% in Asian populations. The ancestral haplotype TTGGCC was never found among the human chromosomes analysed. The CAG frequencies showed always a bimodal distribution inside each lineage, with distinct modal values for each one (Figure 2 ). Within H1 lineage, 82.4% of the chromosomes carried either 14 or 23 CAGs, whereas in the H2 haplotype, the vast majority harboured alleles with 23 or 27 repeats. A more scattered distribution was found in H3 and H4 lineages, although a gap of five CAGs (with only 4.8% of the chromosomes) was still observed between H4 modal alleles. It was also in this lineage that the largest normal alleles were observed, reaching 10.3% for alleles larger than 30 CAGs.
The bimodality of the lineages H1, H2 and H4, regarding the CAG distribution according to the population of origin, was only observed in the European chromosomes. Moreover, in a worldwide distribution, alleles of Asian origin had only modal values at the H1 and H4 lineages, carrying 14 and 27 CAGs, respectively.
Molecular distances among CAG alleles
To study in more detail the evolution of CAG alleles within each lineage, flanking STR-based haplotypes were analysed in the three populations. Repetitive motifs and distances from the CAG repeat are described in Table 1 . The microsatellite that is most distant from the CAG repeat is 223 kb away; this translates to a genetic distance of B0.3 cM, taking into account the recombination rate of 1.41 cM/Mb estimated for the nearest marker D14S1015. 20 Results from sequencing have shown three pure and one complex interrupted polymorphic marker (allelic frequencies for each population are reported in Supplementary material -S2). The complex (GT) n repeat presented perfect (GT) 14 , (GT) 15 , (GT) 17 and (GT) 18 alleles, whereas Multistep mutation mechanism at MJD/SCA3 locus S Martins et al interrupted alleles 13, 19 and 16 had the motifs (GT) 4;10 AT (GT) 5 GG (GT) 2 and (GT) 13 GG (GT) 2 , respectively.
The diversity at the linked STRs was used to assess the divergence between the modal CAG repeats at each lineage. Based (1) on all haplotypes obtained by segregation analysis and PHASE reconstruction, (2) on phaseknown haplotypes and (3) on the closest microsatellite analysed, the amount of divergence was quantified by means of AMOVA for the three most frequent MJD lineages ( Table 2 ). This way, we removed the possible source of bias owing to incorrect haplotype reconstructions by PHASE, or recombination. With the exception of a slight variation in H4, similar proportions of variation between modal alleles were obtained from the three analyses. Actually, for lineage H2, the fraction of genetic variation of the flanking STRs, explained by differences between modal alleles, was always 0; the same was true for modal alleles of H1, when all or only phase-known haplotypes were considered, and 5.51 when the AMOVA was performed with only the (AC) n microsatellite.
The stepwise model was also tested comparing the observed molecular distances among CAG alleles and the predicted distributions under this model. In fact, the distance between the STR haplotypes linked with each CAG allele is expected to increase with the difference in the number of repeats to the modal alleles. However, when comparing pairwise differences among CAG alleles, R ST values did not increase proportionally with the repeat number distance to a modal allele (Figure 3) . In lineage H1, for example, the molecular distance between the modal allele 14 and the neighbouring 13 and 15 alleles was 14.2 and 29.6, respectively, but 0.0 when compared to the other modal allele (with 23 CAGs). Still within this lineage, allele 28 shared also similar flanking haplotypes with both modal alleles (R ST ¼ 0.0). In the same way, modal alleles 23 and 27 of lineage H2 were molecularly more similar to each other (R ST ¼ 0.0) than to other alleles just one or two CAG units apart. In lineage H4, although not as evident as in H1 or H2, we have still observed low R ST values between modal alleles, whereas the opposite happened in lineage H3, in which flanking haplotypes were shared, not by modal repeats, but by allele 32 and alleles with 28 and 30 CAGs. Analysing only phase-known haplotypes (inferred by segregation analysis), similar genetic distances were obtained, corroborating the results (data on Supplementary material -S3).
Accordingly, in phylogenetic trees constructed for each SNP-based lineage, representing the molecular distances among the STR-based haplotypes, no subbranches arose according to the CAG allele size (Figure 4) . A homogeneous distribution of the modal CAG alleles throughout the different clades of the tree, as well as the sharing of haplotypes between them, was observed in all lineages. Moreover, alleles harbouring the same number of CAG repeats were separated by a huge number of mutation steps, which suggests that the molecular distance between them is much higher than between this allele and all the others in between.
Discussion
To address the question of CAG repeat instability, we dissected the evolution of wild-type MJD alleles, showing that the expectations of a single-step mutation model were not fulfilled. Conversely, our results are compatible with the hypothesis that the frequency distribution of CAG alleles has been shaped by a multistep mutation mechanism.
Analysing samples from three major human population groups (European, Asian and African), MJD alleles within the normal range followed a trimodal distribution, as in other worldwide series, displaying almost no gaps; 21, 22 however, when distributions are analysed separately by population of origin, different patterns emerge. Chinese individuals carried either the alleles 14 or 27 in 58% of the chromosomes, whereas alleles with 23 CAGs added up only to 1%, as it was found in Japanese individuals. 23 On the other hand, the most scattered distribution was observed in Africans, also in agreement with that described previously. 24, 25 This heterogeneity among populations has been poorly studied, as it was considered exclusively the consequence of demographic events. When analysing the alleles by SNP-based haplotype lineage, however, we have found not a modal CAG size in a normal distribution (as expected, if diversity had been created by stepwise mutations from the ancestral CAG allele where the new lineage had newly arisen), but instead a bimodal distribution with 
'n' denotes the number of modal alleles analysed in each case.
Multistep mutation mechanism at MJD/SCA3 locus S Martins et al modal alleles separated by a gap of three to nine repeat units. The sum of inter-modal alleles frequencies was less than 7.8% in the SNP-defined lineages H1, H2 and H4. This previous definition is crucial in CAG allele comparisons, as completely different evolutionary fates can be hidden under the same CAG allele size. Therefore, while associating frequencies of large normal alleles to disease prevalence rates, as carried out previously, 21, 23 SNP-based haplotypes should not be ignored as only alleles (normal or expanded) of the same lineage are comparable. Moreover, large normal alleles in one lineage may be just average in another one, as different ranges are often found, as we show in this study. For the same reason, the use of CAG allele's class intervals can be misleading, and haplotype backgrounds become a fundamental tool to investigate the actual origin of expansions from the normal range.
Hence, results from the distribution of wild-type MJD alleles, according to their lineage, provided us the first evidence that a multistep mutation mechanism must have occurred at the MJD/SCA3 locus. The fact that very distant alleles, in terms of length, have similar frequencies in the same lineage suggests that these events were not sporadic, but a major process in the locus evolution. To test the hypothesis of replicative-like events, such as duplications or constitutive tandem expansions, underlying this locus diversity, we counted the number of CAGs between modal values, but no identical or multiplicative numbers were observed, even eliminating the first six interrupted repeats. Therefore, the intriguing properties of this distribution encouraged us to unravel the molecular backgrounds of modal alleles and their neighbouring size alleles. If the mutations that have separated the modal alleles were single-step, the time elapsed would imply that the haplotype backgrounds for each modal CAG repeat allele have diverged noticeably. AMOVA results, pairwise comparisons and phylogenetic analyses not only failed to correlate the genetic distances with the allele size difference but also showed insignificant genetic distances between modal alleles, as well as a large number of Multistep mutation mechanism at MJD/SCA3 locus S Martins et al mutation steps separating alleles with the same size. Anyway, we need to exclude a possible spurious explanation for these results: as some of the haplotypes were estimated by statistical inference methods, it could be that the algorithm wrongfully assorted STR alleles with respect to the other haplotype markers. However, when just family-resolved haplotypes were used, examples of modal haplotypes sharing the same STR background were found, and similar results were obtained by both AMOVA and pairwise analysis. Another explanation could consist in massive double recombination events, occurring in H1, H2 and H4 lineages, between modal alleles. However, no such events were found in the analysed nuclear families. Thus, multistep events, either by DNA slippage or gene conversion, seem a more plausible hypothesis for the major mutation mechanism occurring between modal alleles, whereas the rest of the alleles may have derived by stepwise mutations. Taking into account that recombined SNPbased haplotypes were rarely found, hot-spot sites for these gene conversion events could either be (1) flanking the 12.6 kb region that encompasses the CAG repeat and all the intragenic SNPs analysed or (2) somewhere between the A 669 TG/G 669 TG SNP and the end of the CAG array. It is noteworthy that the bimodality, suggested as the better evidence of the multistep mutation events, occurs mainly among European chromosomes, in lineages H1, H2 and H4. Considering that the variation of STR-defined haplotypes among CAG alleles was always observed within a previously identified lineage, however, these population differences cannot be explained by any demographic effects. Further studies on putative cis-and trans-acting modifier factors will be needed to gain insight into this matter. 26 Recently, gene conversion was proposed as the mechanism involved in the origin of a rare intermediate allele of MJD, as it had a flanking SNP-based haplotype (A -C -A) commonly observed in large alleles and, simultaneously, a tract variant at the sixth repeat (CAA instead of CAG), only observed in smaller alleles that were significantly associated with a different SNP-based haplotype (G -G -C). 27 As for other CTG Á CAG tracts, gene conversion was reported in a few clinical cases of myotonic dystrophy (MD) 28, 29 and
Huntington disease, 30 whereas other alternative models for the evolution of wild-type alleles have been hypothesized. In Friedreich ataxia, two duplication events were suggested to explain the distribution of GAA repeat sizes observed in normal chromosomes. 31 The authors proposed that the first event occurred presumably only once in Africa, from a small normal allele containing eight or nine GAAs to a large normal allele with 16 or 18 triplets. Then, after single repeat insertions/deletions, derived from SMM, one or more chromosomes with 12 to 25 GAAs would have migrated to Europe, the Middle East or both, before the second duplication event has given rise to the large normal alleles with more than 30 GAAs. In MD, a multistep mechanism was also proposed, under which a very rare (possibly also a single one) transition had occurred from a (CTG) 5 allele to an allele with 19 to 30 repeats, whereas the heterogeneous class of (CTG) 19 -30 alleles was suggested as a reservoir for recurrent MD mutations. 32 On the other hand, in the case of SCA1 and SCA2, studying the distribution of interruptions within the tracts, it was suggested that the dynamic mutation of ATXN1 and ATXN2 genes initiated from the expansion of long pure repeat tracts without the prior loss of interruptions.
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In conclusion, our results strongly support a multistep mutation model underlying the evolution of the CAG alleles at the MJD/SCA3 locus. It would be interesting, using the same approach, to extend this study to MJD families in order to confirm if the same type of mutation mechanism is also underlying the expanded alleles and de novo mutational events. If so, further analysis of modal alleles identified here could give us a clue on nonfamiliar cases of the disease. Additionally, studying other expanding repeat loci, one could clarify whether this finding is restricted to this locus or a landmark of other polyglutamine disease expansions.
